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We give an explicit classification of the irreducible unitary representations of the 
simple Lie group SU(2, 2). 

1. INTRODU~~~N 

We shall give a classification of the irreducible unitary representations of 
the simple Lie group SU(2,2). By definition this group is the subgroup of 
SL(4, C) preserving a Hermitian quadratic from with two plus signs and two 
minus signs. The group is locally isomorphic to the conformal group of 
space-time, also to the group SO,(4,2), and also to the group of 
holomorphic ,automorphisms of the tube domain over the forward light cone 
in R4. 

Although the classification of irreducible unitary representations of 
general semisimple Lie groups is far from understood, it is unlikely that a 
group-by-group approach will be the ultimate answer. Despite this fact, it 
has seemed advisable to us to do the classification for SU(2,2) separately. 
There are two reasons: this group appears to be of special interest in 
mathematical physics (see the bibliographies of [26, 30, 39]), and it provides 
a prototype for a number of Lie-theoretic phenomena that one does not see 
in easier examples. 

Qualitatively our classification involves no surprises. In terms of our 
parameters, no representations are isolated except for discrete series, limits of 
discrete series, and the trivial representation. No wholly unexpected 
continuous series arise. The ladder representations [5, 11, 261 occur at the 
ends of the longest complementary series for a maximal parabolic subgroup, 
and some representations used by Strichartz [34] for the analysis of 
SO(4, 2)/SO(3, 2) occur at the ends of complementary degenerate series. 

Langlands 1251 has given a classification of irreducible admissible 
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representations. Since irreducible unitary implies irreducible admissible, what 
we have to do is decide which Langlands parameters correspond to unitary 
representations. Actually we shall not use the original formulation of the 
Langlands classification but rather the reformulation in [22]; the test that we 
apply to decide what representations are unitary is the one in [ 171. But in 
any event, the Langlands classification is vital to our work. 

Decisions whether particular Langlands parameters give unitary represen- 
tations are made by means of a number of techniques. None of the ones we 
use is new, and the list of the main ones is as follows: 

(1) Continuity of Hermitian forms ([ 181 or Sect. 16 of [20]). If a 
continuous family of nonsingular Hermitian matrices is detined on a 
connected set and is positive definite at one point, then it is positive definite 
everywhere. 

(2) Isolation of the trivial representation in the unitary dual. See 
Kazhdan [ 131 and Wang [38]. 

(3) Vanishing at infinity of the K-finite matrix coefficients of any 
nontrivial irreducible unitary representation. See Howe and Moore [9]. 

(4) Detailed analysis of intertwining operators by means of formulas 
for real-rank-one operators. See Duflo [3] and Kostant [24]. 

(5) Techniques for proving irreducibility of degenerate series (3 1,331. 

(6) Minimal K-type argument for showing a representation is not 
unitary. See Baldoni Silva [ 11. 

Both the notation and the classification appear in Section 2. In Section 3 
we reduce the proof of the classification to eight lemmas, which are then 
stated and proved in Section 4. It appears to us that a classification of 
irreducible unitary representations is much more useful when accompanied 
by some additional information. Better understanding comes from knowledge 
of a number of standard realizations of unitary representations, including the 
relationships among them and the values of the corresponding parameters in 
the classification. Some information in this direction is assembled in 
Section 5 without proof. 

2. LANGLANDS PARAMETERS OF IRREDUCIBLE 
UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS 

In this section we shall specialize to SU(2,2) some general facts 
concerning the Langlands classification of irreducible admissible represen- 
tations in order to identify what has to be done in classifying irreducible 
unitary representations. Then we shall state our classification for SU(2, 2) of 
the irreducible unitary representations. 
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Our notation is as follows. We let G be SU(2,2), the group of 4-by-4 
complex matrices g of determinant one such that g*jg = j, where j is the 
diagonal matrix j = diag( 1, 1, -1, -1). Let 

g = Lie algebra of G, 

19 = conjugate transpose inverse, 

2 2 

K=(gEG;&=g}= 
I(; p)i:!~ 

ri 

0 0 s 0 

0 0 0 t 

amin = 

s 0 0 0 

0 t 0 0 i 

and define linear functions f, and fi on amin by 

The nonzero simultaneous eigenvalues for the action of ad(a,,J on the Lie 
algebra g are the restricted roots, and the corresponding eigenspaces are the 
restricted-root spaces. If a is a restricted root, we let n’“’ be the 
corresponding restricted-root space. 

The restricted roots are +J, f fi, rt2f,,, and k2fZ,, and they form a root 
system of type C,. Here, Gi f f2 have multiplicity two, and the others have 
multiplicity one. We define fi f f2, 2f,, and 2fz to be positive, and we call 

the closed positive Weyl chamber in the dual space akin. Let 

Nmin=exp (z. @)), 

Amin = exp amin, 

T = { diag(e”, e-j’, eiB, e-“)}, 

Mmin = {Pt; 0 < n < 3 and t E T}, 

Pmin =“minAminNmin- 
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Matters have been arranged so that G = KAmlnNmin is an Iwasawa decom- 
position of G and Pmin is a minimal parabolic subgroup of G. To each 
restricted root a, we associate an element y, of order 2 in G by 

Y*f,if* = -4 ykzf, = d&d-L 1, -1, 11, Yfzf2 = -Y2f,. 

A standard parabolic subgroup P of G is any closed subgroup of G 
containing Pmin . There are four such subgroups, two of them being Pm,” and 
G, and all four can be written as P=MAiV. (For P = G, we use 
A = N= { 1 }.) The other two are denoted 

P h--f2 = Mf*-f**f,-fzNf,-f2 and p, = qf*A,N2f*, 

where 

a,,-, = WE amin ; ti -fi)W) = Oh 
azf2 = {H E amin ; 2f,(W = 0 1, 

A f1-f2 = =p (lf*-fz’ 

-4, = exp avzf2, 

(Mfl-fZ)o = analytic subgroup of G with Lie algebra 

i8 w  x z 

; x,t’E R andw,zEC 

., 
w  ; a,j3ECandla12-~~12=1 

N f,-fZ = ev(n (2fi) 0 ,tfl+fd @ nc2fd), 

N, = ew(n 
(2fi) 0 nCfi+f2) @ n(fl-f2’). 

The group T is a circle group, and we observe that 

M min = T@ 11, y2f2L 

M f1-f2S w2, C) M {L Y2fJT 

M, z T@ SL(2, R). 
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For each P = MAN, we define the roots of (9, a) to be the nonzero 
restrictions to a of the restricted roots: { i(Ji + fz)} in the case of Pf,+ and 
{A&, &Y; ) in the case of P,. We continue to callf, + fi and vi positive. 
In the respective spaces a’, the nonnegative multiples off, + fi and 2f, 
comprise the closed positive Weyl chamber of a’. Half the sum of the 
positive roots of (9, a), with multiplicities counted, is denoted pA ; thus 

PAmin = 3f, +fZ, PA/,+ = 2(f, + fib PAv2 = 3fl * 

For each parabolic the Weyl group W(A : G) is the quotient of the 
normalizer of A in K by the centralizer of A in K. If s, denotes reflection in 
a, then 

An admissible representation of G is a representation of the universal 
enveloping algebra of g on a complex vector space such that 

(i) the action of the Lie algebra of K exponentiates to K; 

(ii) every vector lies in a finite-dimensional K-stable subspace (is “K- 
finite”); 

(iii) every irreducible representation of K occurs with finite 
multiplicity. 

From [6] we know that the space of K-finite vectors in any irreducible 
unitary representation is stable under g and gives an irreducible admissible 
representation. Also an irreducible admissible representation comes from the 
space of K-finite vectors of a unitary representation if and only if it is 
infinitesimally unitary in the sense of admitting a g-invariant inner product, 
and in this case the unitary representation is unique (up to unitary 
equivalence) and irreducible. 

The irreducible admissible representations have been classified by 
Langlands [25], and thus the problem of classifying the irreducible unitary 
representations of G amounts to deciding which Langlands parameters 
correspond to infinitesimally unitary representations. We shall describe a 
variant 1221 of this classification after first defining the constructs that go 
into it. 

Let P = MAN be a standard parabolic subgroup. An irreducible unitary 
representation of M is in the discrete series of M if its matrix coefficients are 
in L2(M). The group P is said to be cuspidal if the discrete series of M is 
nonempty. Since it is known [8] that M has a nonempty discrete series if and 
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only if rank M = rank@ n M), it follows that P is cuspidal when P = G or 
P=P~~orP=Pmin, but not when P = Pf,+. 

We shall recall a parametrization for the discrete series of M in each case. 
For Pmin, the group 

A4 min = T@ (19 Y*,*l 

is compact abelian, all irreducible unitary representations are one- 
dimensional and are in the discrete series, and a parametrization is by pairs 

(n, *), n E E, (2.1) 

with n indexing a character of T and with the sign indexing a character of 
{ 1, yzf2}. For Pfl -f2, we have 

A4 f,-f* = w27 c> x { 19 Y2fJ 
= SL(2, C) with scalars { &} adjoined; 

since SL(2, C) has no discrete series, the same thing is true of Mr,-f2. For 
P zf2, we have 

M, E T@I SL(2, IR), 

and the discrete series of-SL(2, IR) was obtained by Bargmann [2]. Thus a 
parametrization of the discrete series of M, is by pairs 

(n, ok’), nEZ, kEZ, k>2, P-2) 

where 0: is a discrete series representation of SL(2, R). Finally for 
P = h4= G, the discrete series parametrization was obtained by Harish- 
Chandra [8] in terms of character formulas. Let b be the diagonal 
subalgebra of g, and let ej be evaluation of the jth diagonal entry. A linear 
functional on bc is of the form 

mod C(e, + e, + e3 + e,). 

It is integral if each ci - cj is an integer, and it is nonsingular if ci # Cj for 
i # j. The Harish-Chandra parameters are 

nonsingular integral linear functionals on b”, (2.3) 

and interchange of indices 1 and 2, or indices 3 and 4, or both, leads to the 
only equivalences for the corresponding representations. 

In the cases of M, and G, there are also irreducible unitary represen- 
tations called nondegenerate limits of discrete series. These are obtained in 
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[40] from discrete series by a tensor product construction (see also [23]). 
For M, they are parametrized by pairs (n, 0:) with n in Z. For G, let us 
first observe for discrete series that a parameter (2.3) uniquely determines an 
enumeration of (1, 2, 3,4) so that ci - cj is positive if i precedes j; thus the 
parameter could as well be a pair consisting of the linear functional (2.3) 
and the consistent enumeration. For nondegenerate limits of discrete series, a 
parameter is a pair 

singular integral linear functional consistent 
on b’ with c, # cZ and cj # c,, 1 enumeration ’ (2.4) 

and equivalences are given as in the case of discrete series. 
Whenever P = MAN is a standard parabolic subgroup and rc is an 

irreducible unitary representation of A4 and v is in (a’)“, we can form the 
induced representation 

U(P, 71, v) = indz(n @ e” @ l), 

and this will be unitary if v is imaginary. For general v, the paper [20] 
defines a standard intertwining operator A,(w, K, v) for each w  in the 
normalizer of a in K by analytic continuation from a convergent integral; 
this operator varies meromorphically in v and has the property that 

U(f’, WC, WV) Ap(w, n, v) = Ap(w, n, v) U(P, 71, v) (2.5) 

as an identity of meromorphic functions.’ Various normalizations of these 
operators are possible and will be denoted by 67, instead of A,. 

Now let P = MAN be a cuspidal standard parabolic subgroup of G, let u 
be a discrete series or nondegenerate limit of discrete series representation of 
M, and suppose v in (a’)” has Re v in the closed positive Weyl chamber of a’. 
We shall associate a larger standard parabolic P* = M*A*N* and a unitary 
representation* II of M* to this situation. If P = G, we use P* = G and x = u. 
If P = P,, there are two cases. For Re v = 0, we use P* = G and K = 
U(P, (T, v), and for Re v # 0, we use P* = P, and 7c = IJ. 

If P = P,,,, there are four cases depending on Re v. Let 

S = (a = restricted root; (Re v, a) = O}. 

If S is empty, let P* = Pmin. If S = {*(f, - fi)}, let P* = P ,,-, 2. If S = 

I Technically such an identity is proved on a restricted domain, and the precise formulation 
is in Proposition 7.8 of [20]. 

’ In the usual Langlands classification 1251, z becomes the tempered representation 
parameter. 

580/45/l-4 
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{*(&)I, let P* = P,,*. If S is the set of all restricted roots, let P* = G. Then 
we take 

z = indz$,.,,,,, (0 @ exp(restriction of V) @ 1) (2-6) 

as the associated unitary representation of M*. It will be important to know 
when 7~ is irreducible. 

REFORMULATED COMPLETENESS OF LANGLANDS CLASSIFICATION 
[22]. Let P = MAN be a cuspidal standard parabolic subgroup, let u be a 
discrete series or nondegenerate limit of discrete series representation of M, 
and let v be a member of (a’)” with Re v in the closed positive Weyl chamber. 
Let P* and x be constructed from u and v as in (2.6), and suppose that n is 
irreducible. Then U(P, u, v) has a unique irreducible quotient J’(P, u, v), and 
every irreducible admissible representation of G is of the form J’(P, u, v) for 
some such triple (P, u, v). 

If we take into account the correspondence [22] between the above 
formulation and the original version of the Langlands classification, then we 
can translate into the present language the criterion of [ 221 for a Langlands 
quotient to be infinitesimally unitary (see the Criterion below). We can also 
apply this correspondence to sort out equivalences; the result of this step is 
incorporated as part of the Main Theorem. 

CRITERION [ 171. J’(P, u, v) is infinitesimally unitary if and only if 

(i) there exists w in W(A : G) such that w2 = 1, wu z u, and WV = 4, 
and 

(ii) the standard intertwining operator for w, when normalized to be 
pole-free and not identically zero as 

u(w) n,(w, 0, v), (2.7) 

is positive or negative semideflnite. 

If J’(P, a, v) is infmitesimally unitary, then euery w satisfying (i) is such 
that the operator (2.7) is semidefinite. 

MAIN THEOREM. Let 

P = MAN = a cuspidal standard parabolic subgroup of SU(2,2), 

u = discrete series or nondegenerate limit of discrete series on M, 

v = member of (a’)c with Re v in the closed positive Weyl chamber of a’. 

Then the representation J’(P,u, v) of the reformulated Langlands 
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classtBcation is defined as an irreducible admissible representation just in the 
following circumstances: 

(i) P= G. In all cases.3 

(ii) P = P,,. In all cases except when v = 0 and o ct (n, 0:) with 
nfk mod2 and Inlfk- 1. 

(iii) P = Pmin. In all cases except the following: 

(a) v = 0 and u cs (n, f) with n odd or the sign negative 

(b) v = zf, with z # 0, Re z > 0, and u ++ (n, -) for any integer n 

cc> v = iyfz with y nonzero real and either u ct (n, -) with n even 
or u ++ (n, +) with n odd. 

In these circumstances, J’(P, u, v) is infinitesimally unitary exactly in the 
following situations: 

(i) P = G. In all cases.3 

(ii) P = P,, with v = 3zf, and with 

(a) z imaginary, or 

(b) z positive and satisfying 

O<z& when n % k mod 2 
or 

O<z& when Inl=k- 1. 

(iii) P = Pmin, with 

(4 v imaginary and u arbitrary, or 

(b) v=iy(f,-f,)-t-x(f,+fi)whenO<x<lifu ++ (O,*),or 

(c) v = iyfz + xf[ when 0 < x < 1 and either u c-) (n, +) for n even 
or u c) (n, -) for n odd, or 

(d) v=af,+bf> whena>b>Oand 

a< 1 when u +-+ (n, +), n nonzero even 

afb<2 when o ++ (0, -) 

a < 1 or (a, b) = (3, 1) when u * (0, +). 

The following is a complete list of equivalences for the above irreducible 
inJinitesimally unitary representations J’(P, u, v): 

(i) P = G. Equivalences occur in (2.3) and (2.4) under interchange of 
indices 1 and 2, or 3 and 4, or both. 

’ A parametrization of these representations is given in (2.3) and (2.4). 
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Positive chamber: O<b_<o 

unitory points 

-- reducible points 

edge of region of 
bounded matrix 
coefficients 

FIG. 1. Unitary S(P,,,, o, V) with v  real and CJ ++ (0, +). 

L = of1 +bf2 

Positive chamber: O(b<a 

unitary points 

--. reducible Points 

- edge of region of 
bounded matrix 
coefficients 

fl ZfI 3fl 

FIG. 2. Unitary J’(P,,,, 0, V) with v  real and r~ c) (n, +) with n even and nonzero. 

J = Oflf 

Posltive chamber: O<bSa 

unltory ooints 

reducibl e points 

edge of region of 
bounde !d matrix 
coeffl cients 

FIG. 3. Unitary J’(P,,,, 0, V) with v  real and u ++ (0, -). 
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(ii) P = P,,. Equivalences occur when z is imaginary and is replaced 
by -z. 

(iii) P = Pmin. Equivalences occur in (a) when (6, u) is replaced by 
(wu, WV) for w in W(FI,,,~, : G), they occur in (b) and (c) when Im v is 
replaced by -1m v, and they occur in (d) for the case a = b when n is 
replaced by -n. 

The three accompanying figures show what parameters yield unitary 
representations in situation (iii,d) above. Parameters for which the ‘induced 
representation is reducible (and J’ is a proper quotient) are indicated in each 
figure. 

3. SEPARATION OF STEPS REQUIRING PROOF 

The bulk of the proof of the Main Theorem is the verification that the 
various representations in the theorem are unitary or nonunitary as claimed. 
For each of the three cuspidal standard parabolics MAN, we must deal with 
representations obtained from discrete series or nondegenerate limits of 
discrete series on M and from suitable u on a. Most of the argument is quite 
easy, and the purpose of this section is to sort out what statements really 
need proving. 

The final step is to unravel the equivalences by passing to the original 
formulation of the Langlands classification by means of the correspondence 
given in [22]. This final step is a routine computation using Theorem 14.2 of 
[23], and its proof is omitted. 

We shall make extensive use of the standard intertwining operators of 
[ 201. We mentioned the operators A,(w, u, V) and their intertwining property 
(2.5) earlier (see Proposition 7.8 of [20]). When wo r u, we can extend u so 
as to define u(w), and the operator u(w) A,(w, u, v) satisfies4 

WY 09 wv)[o(w> A,(w, 0, VII = [u(w) A,(% 0, v)] w, 0, v> 
as an identity of meromorphic functions. These operators can be normalized 
so as to eliminate certain poles; the normalized operators, denoted @ instead 
of A, have additional properties if the system of normalizing factors satisfies 
certain axioms (see Sect. 8 of [20]). In the presence of these axioms, a 
normalized operator u(w) G!,(w, u, V) will be well defined for v imaginary 
and will be a unitary self-intertwining operator for U(P, u, v) if also WV = v. 
When u is a discrete series or nondegenerate limit of discrete series represen- 
tation (and v is imaginary), these self-intertwining operators span the 
commuting algebra of U(P, u, v), and a basis for their span is given by a 

4 See footnote 1. 
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computable subgroup R,, v of W(A : G), according to Theorem 13.4 of [20] 
and Theorem 12.6 of [23]. The group R,,, will appear in several places in 
the steps below. 

1. Series for M = G 

The representations in question will be the members of the discrete series 
and those limits of discrete series having singularities only with respect to 
noncompact roots. For the parametrization of the discrete series, see 
Theorem 16 of [8]. For the appropriate facts about limits of discrete series, 
see Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 12.4 of [23]. 

2. Series for M = Mzfz 

We study the induced representation U(Pzf2, u, v) and quotients of it. As in 
Section 2, u is parametrized by a pair (n, D:), where k and n are integers 
and k is 21, and we write v = zpA with z complex. 

a. Computation of R group for v = 0. There is a subgroup R,,, of the 
Weyl group W(A2,2 : G) = { 1, szr,} that measures reducibility of U(P2,*, r~, 0). 
We compute it using results of [ 151 and [23]. From Proposition 7.1 of [23], 
the Plancherel factor ,u~,~~, is given by 

~~,~,,,(zp~) = cz(9z* - (n + k - 1)‘)(9z’ - (n -k + 1)‘) tan(3rrz/2) 

if 4r*r,> = +z 

= cz(9z* - (n + k - 1)*)(9z* - (n - k + l)*) cot(3zz/2) 

if t7(y2,,) = -Z. 

Using Lemma 3.8b and Proposition 4.9b of [ 151, Corollary 12.5 of [23], and 
the formulas of Section 10 of [23], we consequently obtain 

%o= ill ifnrkmod2or]n]=k-1 

= (13 ~2fJ otherwise. 

b. Analysis of z parameter. If z is imaginary, U(P2r,, o, v) is induced 
from a unitary representation and so is unitary. In this case if z # 0, then 
U(P,, u, v) is irreducible by Corollary 9.2 of [23]. For z = 0, U(P2/,, u, V) is 
irreducible exactly when R,,, = {l}, by Theorem 12.6 of [23]. For the 
remaining values of z, the formal symmetry conditions (i) in the Criterion of 
Section 2 show that we may confine our attention to z real and positive. 

c. Case that z is positive and R,,, # { 1). From Vogan’s theory of 
minimal K-types [35], there are two minimal K-types, and the standard 
intertwining operator Ap(szr,, u, zpA) for z > 0 is nonvanishing on each of 
them. At v = 0, the normalized standard intertwining operator 
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u(+,,) a,(~,,,, u, 0) has opposite signs on these two K-types, in order to 
exhibit the reducibility. Therefore the operator c(srfi) QZ&, , u, zpA) 
continues to have opposite signs on these two K-types for z > 0, and the 
operator cannot be semidefinite. (This style of argument was communicated 
to us by Baldoni Silva.) 

d. Case that z is positive and R,+, = { I}. For a unitary representation 
the K-finite matrix coefficients must be bounded, and thus we need check 
only 0 < z < 1. Let 

z. =f if a(~,,) = +I 

=j if a(yv,) = -I. 

In Lemma 1 we shall see that U(P,, u, zpA) is reducible for 0 < z < 1 only 
when z =zo. Since R,,, = {l}, the intertwining operator 
u(Q CE’P(s2r,, u, zp~) can be taken as the identity at z = 0, and the standard 
contmuity argument [20, Sect. 161 shows that it must remain semidefinite 
until the first reducibility point z,,. If it is semidefinite somewhere between 
z = z,, and z = 1, the same continuity argument shows it is semidefinite for 
z = 1. On the other hand, the possibility of a unitary representation at z = 1 
is excluded by a theorem of Howe and Moore [9] that K-finite matrix coef- 
ficients tend to 0 (at infinity) for every nontrivial irreducible unitary 
representation. Thus our representation is infinitesimally unitary for 
0 < z < z0 and not for z0 < z < co. 

3. Series for Mmin when A Parameter Is Real and Nonzero 

We study the induced representation U(P,,, , u, V) and quotients of it. As 
in Section 2, u is parametrized by a pair (n, *), where n is an integer and the 
sign f is the sign of u(y&. We write v = afl + bfi, and we need consider 
only the closed chamber 

O<Reb<Rea. ‘(3.1) 

Here pa = 3f1 + f2, and there will be unbounded matrix coellicients outside 
the convex hull of the orbit of pA under the Weyl group W(A,i, : G). Hence, 
in addition to (3.1), we may assume 

Rea<3 and Re(a + b) < 4. (3.2) 

a. Computation of R group for u = 0. The group R,., is a subgroup of 
W(Amin : G), and we compute it by means of the techniques of Sections 4 
and 6 of [ 151. The result is 
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JL.0 = { 11 for (n, +) when n is even 

= 11, SZf*l for (0, -) 

= (1,s zf,'szfg SZf,SZfJ for (n, -) when n # 0 is even 

= (19 SZf,l for (n, +) when II is odd 

= U,SZfJ for (n, -) when n is odd. 

b. Case that n is odd. In Lemma 2 below, we use essentially Duflo’s 
technique [3] and find two K-types on which the standard intertwining 
operator for szf,szfz is nonzero scalar and has opposite sign. Since szf,szf2 
satisfies (i) in the Criterion of Section 2, no unitary representations arise. (By 
way of motivation, we might expect from the formula for R,,, that the 
argument of Step 2c above with two minimal K-types should apply here. 
Vogan’s results [35] are not directly applicable here on the walls of the Weyl 
chamber, but Lemma 2 effectively shows that similar conclusions are valid 
here anyway.) 

c. Case of (n, +) with n even and nonzero. (See Fig. 2.) By Lemma 3 
below, W,,,ln, u, v) is reducible within the set 

a,breal; O<b&3, a+b<4 

just when a = 1 or b = 1. (See the dotted lines in the figure.) According to 
the formula for k,,,, the normalized standard intertwining operator for 
szf,szfi is the identity at v = 0, and szf,szf2 satisfies the formal symmetry 
conditions. Thus standard arguments [20, Sect. 161 show that we get a 
semidefinite operator for Q < 1 and that a further point with b # 1 where the 
operator is semidefinite would lead to a semidefinite operator somewhere on 
the boundary (where a = 3 or a + b = 4), in contradiction to the 
Howe-Moore theorem 191. A special argument is needed to eliminate points 
with b = 1 (and a > 1). For such a point, Lemma 3 says that the Langlands 
quotient J’ is a full degenerate series representation 

ind’ M2,zAU2N2,z((n, trivial) @ eafl @ l), 

which is irreducible for 1 < u < 3. We can form a standard intertwining 
operator for this series, as in [20], and the operator must be nonsingular on 
each K-type. The Langlands quotient will be infinitesimally unitary if and 
only if this operator is semidefinite. Thus we can use the standard continuity 
argument [20, Sect. 161 to show that if the Langlands quotient is inlinitesi- 
mally unitary for some a with 1 < a ( 3, then it is infinitesimally unitary for 
a = 3. Since (a, b) = (3, 1) gives the coordinates of pA, we have a 
contradiction to the Howe-Moore theorem [9]. Thus we get unitary 
representations for a < 1 and not otherwise. 
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d. Case of (0, +). (See Fig. 1.) By Lemma 4 below, U(P,i,, CJ, V) is 
reducible within the set 

a, b real; O<b<ac3, a+b<4 

just when 

a=1 

b=l 

or 

or 

a+b=2 

a-b=2. 

(See the dotted lines in Fig. 1.) The argument is similar in spirit to that in the 
previous case. As in that case we get unitary representations for a < 1. Also 
the trivial representation, which arises from (a, b) = (3, l), is unitary. By the 
Howe-Moore theorem [9], no other points with a = 3 or a + b = 4 can yield 
unitary representations. The standard continuity argument [20, Sect. 161 then 
shows that it is enough to eliminate the points 

b=l (and 1 < a < 3), (3.3a) 

a+b=2 (and 1 < a < 2), (3.3b) 

a-b=2 (and 2<a < 3). (3.3c) 

Lemma 4 says that the Langlands quotient for (3.3a) is a full degenerate 
series representation 

which is irreducible for 1 < a < 3. The standard intertwining operators of 
[ 201 for this series (1 < a < 3) are nonsingular Hermitian on each K-type, 
and it follows that all of them are semidefinite or else none of them is. Thus 
the whole series is infinitesimally unitary, or else none of it is. Since the 
trivial representation (occurring at a = 3) is known to be isolated in the 
unitary dual (by a theorem of Kazhdan [13]), we can conclude that none of 
the series is infinitesimally unitary. 
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We can argue similarly with (3.3b) and (3.3c), since by Lemma4 the 
relevant quotients form a single degenerate series 

which is irreducible for 1 < a < 3. The same argument, including the use of 
Kazhdan’s theorem [ 131, shows that none of the series is infinitesimally 
unitary. 

e. Case of (n, -) with n even and nonzero. The formula for R,,, shows 
that there is reducibility of the intermediate tempered representation when 
b = 0. Consequently we can ignore b = 0. By Lemma 5 below, U(P,.,,,“, u, v) 
is reducible within the set 

a, b real; O<b<a<3, a+b<4 (3.4) 

just when (I = 2, and also a = 2 coresponds to an irreducible degenerate 
series. A unitary point with Q = 3 or a + b = 4 would immediately contradict 
the Howe-Moore theorem [9]. Any other unitary point would, by the 
arguments in Step 3d above, force some point of the degenerate series a = 2, 
0 < b < 2, to be unitary, say, for b = 6,. We shall show this is impossible. 

In fact, since SL(2, R) is isomorphic with SU(1, l), the inducing represen- 
tation F is unitary with respect to an indefinite Hermitian form, and also it is 
fixed by sz,,. Let the lifted form for the induced representation be (., .)F, and 
let the standard intertwining operator for su, for the degenerate series be B. 
Then it follows that 

(f, g> = (Bf, dF (3.5) 

is a nonzero invariant Hermitian form for the induced representation. By 
irreducibility of the degenerate series, (3.5) must be the form (up to a 
constant) that exhibits the representation at b, as unitary. Then the standard 
continuity argument [20, Sect. 161 gives us unitary representations for 
0 < b Q 2, and this conclusion at b = 2 contradicts the Howe-Moore 
theorem [9]. We conclude there are no unitary points. 

f. Case of (0, -). (See Fig. 3.) As in Step 3e, we can ignore b = 0. The 
computation of the formula for R,,, shows that the normalized standard 
intertwining operator for sZfisZfZ at v = 0 is scalar. Since Lemma 6 says that 
WPnl,” 9 o, v) is reducible within the set (3.4) just when a = 2 or a + b = 2 or 
a -b = 2, the standard continuity argument [20, Sect. 161 shows that we 
have unitary representations for a + b < 2. Since Lemma 6 says that the 
points with a -b = 2 and 2 < u < 3 have Langlands quotients equivalent 
with degenerate series 

ind& -,*A,, -fZN,l Jsignum @ eta- ‘)(A tf2) 0 l), 
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the same argument as that in Step 3d shows that none of these represen- 
tations is infinitesimally unitary or else all are. If all are unitary, then so is 
the one for a = 3, in contradiction to the Howe-Moore theorem [9]. So the 
points a - 2 = 2 with 2 < a < 3 do not give unitary representations. The 
remaining points are eliminated by the same argument as in Step 3e, and 
thus a + b < 2 gives the only unitary points. 

4. Series for M,,, when A Parameter Is Not Real (or Is Zero) 

We continue with the same notation as in Step 3, working within the set 
given by (3.1) and (3.2). 

a. Analysis of A parameter. The first case is that Re v = 0. Then 
IY(P,.,,~,, u, v) is unitary (and tempered), and only the irreducibility is at issue. 
By Theorem 13.4 of [20], U(P,in, u, V) is irreducible if and only if 
R,,, = { 1). From Step 3a, U(P,,,, u, 0) is irreducible only for u 
parametrized by (n, +) with n even. Computing the remaining R groups, we 
find that I!.J(P,,,~,, u, v) is irreducible for imaginary v = afl + bf2 unless 
(a, b) = (iy, 0) or (0, iy). If (a, b) = (iy, 0) with y # 0, there is irreducibility 
for (n, +) for all n; if (a, b) = (0, iy) with y # 0, there is irreducibility for 
(n, +) for even n and for (n, -) for odd n. 

Now suppose that Re v # 0. The case Im v = d was treated in Step 3. 
Otherwise the constraints (3.1) and (3.2) and the formal symmetry 
conditions force 

v = iy(f, - .a + x(f, + .m withx,yElRandx>O, y#O 

or 

v = iyf2 + xf, with x, y E IR and x > 0, y # 0. 

b. Case that v = iy(f, - f2) t XV; t fi). Here x and y are real, x is 
positive, and y is nonzero. The formal symmetry conditions allow us to work 
only with the standard intertwining operator for the Weyl group element 
sr,in and to assume that u corresponds to (0, &). Fix y and regard x as 
varying. The standard intertwining operator for x = 0 is scalar by Step 4a, 
and Lemma 7 below shows that U(P,,“, u, v) is reducible for 0 < x < 2 only 
when x = 1. Hence the standard continuity argument [20, Sect. 161 and the 
Howe-Moore theorem [9] show that we have unitary representations for 
0 < x < 1 but not for x > 1. 

c. Case that v = iyf2 + xfl. Here x and y are real, x is positive, and y is 
nonzero. The formal symmetry conditions lead us to work with the standard 
intertwining operator for the Weyl group element sZf,. According to 
Lemma 8, this operator is semidefinite if and only if a certain standard 
intertwining operator for X(2, I??) is semidefinite. But then we can read off 
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the desired results from the facts for SL(2, I?) that unitary representations 
occur for the series obtained from the trivial representation on the minimal 
M with a positive A parameter out to rho and that unitary representations do 
not occur for A4 parameter nontrivial and A parameter positive. 

4. PROOFS OF LEMMAS 

In this section we shall state and prove the eight lemmas referred to in 
Section 3. The first lemma uses the notation of Step 2d. 

LEMMA 1. The representation U(P2,, , u, zpJ is reducible for 0 < z < 1 
only when z = z,,, where 

zo=; if a,,J = +I 
1 

=5 if a&,,) = 4. 
(4.1) 

Proof. The question is where the Langlands intertwining operator has a 
nonzero kernel. This operator has the same kernel as the operator denoted’ 

(4.2) 

in Section 7 of [20]. Following the techniques of [20], we imbed this 
operator as the restriction to a subspace of a standard intertwining operator 
for the series obtained from Pm,“. To do so, we observe that 2fz plays the 
role of the positive root in SL(2, R) and that the representation 0: of 
SL(2, R) imbeds as a subrepresentation in the nonunitary principal series of 
SL(2, R) with parameters ((yzfr + (-l)k), (k - l)f2). Since pa = 35, in (4.2), 
the operator (4.2) is 

(4.3) 

Writing szfi as a minimal product of simple reflections ~~,-~~s~~~s~,-~~,we see 
from Theorem 7 of [ 191 that (4.3) is 

=A~,Js~,-~~, C-n, yzf2+ (-l)k+"), (k- l)fi -3&t) 

x 4,JSzfz 9 t-9 yzf2 -, t-1) k+"), (k- 1)./-l + 3zfd 

x A~~,,(sr,-fz 3 h yzfz + (-l)k), (k- llfz + 3zl-l). 

‘Technically we should choose a representative for s2,,, but the analysis we do will be 
independent of the representative. 
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By Lemma 56 of [ 191, these operators behave like standard intertwining 
operators in X(2, C), SL(2, R), and SL(2, C), respectively, namely, like 

A’(-n, $(k - 1 + 32) X root) 

x A”((-1) k+n, 32 x rho) 

x A”(n, $(3z -k + 1) x root). 

The locations of the poles of these operators are discussed in Section 16 of 
[ 191. We see immediately that a pole can occur for -1 < z < 0 only when 
z = -5 or - 4. Now a(~~,,) = (-l)k+“l, and we see from (4.1) that neither 
A” factor has a pole for z = z0 - 1. Also any pole from A” is at most simple. 
Thus the only possible poles of (4.2) for -1 < z < 0 are at z = -5 and 
z = - i, and a pole at z = z,, - 1 is necessarily simple. The operator (4.2) is 
known from [25] to have no poles for z > 0, and the composition of (4.2) at 
z with (4.2) at -z is a multiple of the reciprocal of the Plancherel factor 
r~,,~~,(zp~), by Proposition 7.3 of [20] and formula (7.3) of 1231. The 
formula for pU,zr, in Step 2a of Section 3 thus shows that this composition is 
nonzero for O<z<l and z#i or 3, and it has a pole if z=l--zO. 
Comparing this fact with the worst possible poles of the operator at -z, we 
conclude that the operator is nonsingular for 0 < z < 1 and z # zO. The 
lemma follows. 

For the next lemma we observe, in the spirit of [3], that a standard 
intertwining operator for the series for Pmin, when decomposed into the 
product of operators corresponding to simple reflections, is effectively 
exhibited as the composition of operators for SL(2, R) and operators for 
X(2, C). For a K-type of multiplicity one, all these operators are scalar, 
and the given operator is a product of scalar factors corresponding to 
SL(2, R) and X(2, C). A necessary condition for the intertwining operator 
to be semidetinite is that such product scalars be all 20 or all GO. 

We shall use some integral formulas for SL(2, R) and SL(2, C). (See 
Sect. 5 of [ 171 and also [ 141 and [3].) In each of these groups let KAN be 
the usual Iwasawa decomposition, with an element written as 
g = rc(g)(exp H(g))n, let V = ON, and let p be the rho for A. 

For the K of SL(2, R), define 

cos 8 sin 0 
5, 

= iNB 

-sin@ cos e e 

and 

a,(C) = I e- (l+~)p”(U)rN(K(U))-’ do. 
Y 
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Then an easy recursive computation gives 

INI 
a,(C) = 7F2 

I 
JJ C-j WC - WIN 

(4.4) 
=l 1 C+lNI+l-2j r(d(C+l--IN]))’ 

For the case of X(2, C), K is SU(2), and we let rN be the irreducible 
unitary representation of dimension N + 1, realized on homogeneous 
polynomials of degree N in two variables and written in the basis of 
monomials. Define 

a,JO = I e- (l+~)pH(“)~N(+))-’ du.. 
V 

Then a,J<) can be seen to be diagonal, and we let a&(C) be its scalar value 
on the monomial z:zi, k + I= N. Another computations yields 

UN (<)= n{n:=l (~+f(k-l-2j))~{r-&, (‘i.+f(l-k- 2j))} 
k,l n:Z[“(t;+f(k+l+2-2j)) ’ 

(4.5) 

We shall use only a special case, namely, 

LEMMA 2. Fix Q on M,,,,” us given by (n, *) with n odd. Then there exist 
two K-types t and I-’ occurring in the induced representation U(Pmin, u, 
afi + bfJ with multiplicity one such that the restriction of the standard 
intertwining operator for sv,s2f2 to the z space (respectively, the r’ space) is a 
positive (respectively, negative) scalar for all real a and b with 0 ( b < a. 

Proof. We shall compute 

o(s*f~S2f*)Ap,,,(S~,fi*f2’ 0, u> 

by means of the formulas in Section 5 of [ 171. We expand 

(4.7) 

s2fis2f2 = sf,-f2s2f2sf,-f2slf 1 

and use the same notation for Weyl group elements and their representatives. 
Let t be any irreducible representation of K (acting in a space v”) such that 
r IM contains u, and let u act on V,. From Proposition 5.3 of [ 171 we know 
that the restriction of (4.7) to the r space can be regarded as the tensor 
product of an identity operator and the composition of the following five 
endomorphisms of Hom,( V, VU): 
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E-+ 4s,s,) E&s,,J’ (4.8a) 

right by %f, szf2> ~~$9 &,,hJ ’ (4.8b) 

right by &) a,,+&& 7bJ1 (4.8~) 

right by t(s,, -r2szf2) a r,*f2(Sf,-f*SZf2v)7.(Sfl-1*S2f*)-’ (4.8d) 

right by 7@, -,J a,,f, -r,(sr, tg) ~(s,,-~J -I, (4.8e) 

where ar,a is defined for the simple restricted root a by 

a,,,@) = j, e -(0,+~)H(D)7(K(U))-l do 
e 

in terms of the Iwasawa decomposition u = K(u)(exp H(v))n. 
If 71y contains u just once, then Horn&V’, V,) is one-dimensional, and 

each of the live operators (4.8) is scalar. We are to compute the product of 
the live scalars in such cases. 

In the usual realization of SU(2,2) the diagonal matrices form a compact 
Cartan subalgebra, and we let ej be evaluation of the jth entry. The roots are 
(ei - ej, i # j}, and we choose our ordering to make e, - e2 and e3 - e4 the 
positive compact roots. We can arrange matters so that our amin roots 2fz 
and 2f, are the Cayley transforms of e, - e3 and e, - e,, respectively, and so 
that the fundamental character on the circle T in Mmin is the exponential of 
4 (e, - e, - e3 + e,). A n irreducible representation 7 of K has highest weight 

+ (e, - e,) + 4 (e3 - e,) + + (e, + e, - e, - e,) 

with r and s > 0; the integrality conditions are 

rEZ, s E z, t E z + f(r + s). 

Here K = S(U(2) x U(2)), and r and s determine the restriction of t to 
SU(2) X SU(2). Since the representations of SU(2) are well understood, we 
can read off the weights of 7: 

r-2m 
2 (e, - e,) + + (e3 - e,) + 3 (e, + e2 - e3 - e,) (4.9) 

with 0 < m < r and 0 < n < s. We can regroup (4.9) as 

(2t-r-s)+2m+2n (e,-e3)+ r-s-2m+2n 

4 4 (e, - e2 - e3 + e.J 

+ 
2t+r+s-2m-2n 

4 (e, - eJ. (4. IO) 
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To see whether t IM contains 0, we can read off r(yVJ on a weight vector 
from the coefficient of e, - e3, and we can look for a match with u on the 
circle T in Mmin from the coefficient of e, - e, - e, + e.,. 

Suppose Q is given by (2N + 1, +) with N > 0. (The other cases are 
handled in similar fashion, and their proofs will be omitted.) Let r be given 
by (r, s, t). The conditions on r for r lM to contain cr are that there exist 
integers m and n such that the 5-tuple (I, s, t, m, n) satisfies 

(i) O<m<r and O<n<s, 
(ii) r-s-2m+2n=2N+ 1, 
(iii) 2t - r - s + 2m + 2n is in 4E. 

If the pair (m, n) is unique, then rl,,, contains c just once. 
For r, we use (r, s, t) = (N + 1, N, j), and then (m, n) = (0, N) is the 

unique pair satisfying (i), (ii), (iii). F or r’, we use (r, s, t) = (N, N + 1, -$), 
and then (m, n) = (0, N + 1) is the unique pair satisfying (i), (ii), (iii). 

Consider the restriction of r and r’ to the maximal compact subgroup 
SU(2) of (MY,-,), z X(2,6). A Cartan subgroup of SU(2) is the circle T 
in Mmin, and again the fundamental character is the exponential of 
a(e, - e, - e3 + e,). R e erring to (i) and (ii) above, we see that 2N + 1 is the f 
largest value that the left side of (ii) attains when m and n satisfy (i); this is 
true for both z and r’. Hence the restrictions of r and r’ to SU(2) both 
contain the representation with highest weight (2N + 1) X (fundamental) 
once and otherwise contain only lower-dimensional representations. Hence 
the scalars for (4.8~) are what we have called 

or 

By (4.6), both of these are equal to 

27r/(a+b+2N+ 1). 

Similarly the scalars for (4.8e) are 

4% :,lmf,+f2 hfl -.f2YK -.fzI’) 

or 

e%: I((Sfi +f* "9-f-l -fzYlfl -.fm 

By (4.6), both of these are equal to 

27r/(u-b+2N+ 1). 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 
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Next consider the restriction of 7 and 7’ to the SL(2, R) circle within the 
maximal compact subgroup 

(SL(2, C) circle) X (X(2, R) circle) E (X(2, C) circle) X SL(2, R) 

= M, * 

This restriction corresponds to using the coefficient of e2 - e3 in (4.10). The 
scalars for (4.8b) are 

where j = Q(2t - I -s + 2m + 2n). Here j = 0 for both 7 and 7’. Thus by 
(4.4), both 7 and 7’ contribute the factor 

?r”*r(~b)/r(f (b + 1)). (4.13) 

To determine the scalars for (4.8d), we need to know the effect of 
~(s,,-~~s~J. Since sVZ centralizes Mmin, the z(s,J has no effect. However, to 
handle 7(sf, -,,), we 
Ho%f( c”, Cf, -f2 I7 7 

are led to look at the effect of u~,~,~ on 
) i.e., of using a pair (m’, n’) for which (ii) is replaced by 

r-s-2m'+2n'=-(2N+ 1). 

For 7 we take (m’, n’) = (N + 1, 0), and for 7’ we take (m', n') = (ZV, 0). The 
scalars for (4.8d) are 

wherej=f(2t-r-s+2m’+2n’).Thenj=lforzandj=-lforz’.Thus 
by (4.4), both 7 and 7’ contribute the factor 

Pr(f(u + l))/I-(f(a + 2)). (4.14) 

Putting (4.1 l), (4.12), (4.13), and (4.14) together, we see that the scalars 
from (4.8b) to (4.8e) are the same for 7 as they are for z’, and they are 
nonzero for both 7 and 7’. Thus the lemma will be proved, in view of (4.8a), 
if we show that the scalar operators 7(s2,,szfJ and ~‘(s~,,s~~J are negatives of 
each other. 

Since rank G = rank K, s~,,s~~~ has a representative w such that Ad(w) 
equals the Cartan involution 8. This means we can choose w to be in the 
center of K and given by 

w= ev@W-,,IIe, - e312> ewWK--,Jlel -e412) 

= exP(~i~,,+e~-e3-e,llel -e412). 
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Then t(w) and r’(w) are given by the effect on the respective highest weight 
spaces as 

exp [ 
F (e, + e2 - q - e4)(He,+e2-el-e,)/le1 - e412] = e”“. 

For 7, this is i, and for 7’, this is -i. The proof of Lemma 2 is complete. 

LEMMA 3. Zf u is given by (n, +) with n even and nonzero, then the 
representation U(P,,, , a, crf + bf2) is reducible within the set 

a, b real; O<b<a<3, a+b<4 (4.15) 

just when a = 1 or b = 1. At the points of reducibility where b = 1 and 
1 < a < 3, the Langlands quotient J’ is equivalent with an irreducible 
degenerate series representation 

(4.16) 

where (n, trivial) denotes the representation of MZfZ that is trivial on 
SL(2, R) and is the nth character of the circle T. 

Proof. If the representation is reducible, then the Langlands operator of 
[25] will have a nonzero kernel. At points in the interior of the set (4.15), 
the Langlands operator is essentially just the standard intertwining operator 
for SZf,S2fz, and at the remaining points the normalized standard intertwining 
operator for szf, szf2 is the composition of the Langlands operator and 
something else. So the first statement will follow if we show that the 
normalized operator6 

~slpm,n(s2fis2fz~ (6 +I, sfi + bf2i) (4.17) 

is nonsingular within the set (4.15) except when a = 1 or b = 1. We expand 
the operator in terms of operators for simple reflections as 

= %,,n(Sf,-f2T C-n, +I, -4 - bfJ %,,n(~U2T 6% +I9 af - bfJ 

x ~p,,n(sfl-f29 (n, +I, af, - bf2i) %,Js~~~ (n, +I, sf, + bf2i). (4.18) 

For purposes of computing kernels, this product behaves like a composition 
of standard operators GR and cplc for X(2, R) and SL(2, C), namely, 

a”(-n, f(a - b) x root) a”(+, a x rho) 

x @(n, )(a + b) x root) a”(+, b x rho). (4.19) 

’ For definitions and properties, see Section 8 of [20]. 
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Since 1 nl> 2, the Rc factors are nonsingular for [$(a + b)l < 2 and 
/+(a - b)l < 2. Th us only the CPln factors can contribute to the kernel, and 
they do so only when a or b is an odd integer. This proves the first statement 
of the lemma. 

For b = 1 and 1 < a < 3, the only contribution to the kernel of (4.19) is 
from the right-hand factor, and thus the Langlands quotient, which is 
necessarily irreducible, is equivalent with the image of 

%,JSZf2~ tn9 +h @-l + f&Y 

which is equivalent with 

indG MKAU2NU2((n, image a’(+, rho)) 0 etii 0 11, 

which is (4.16). 

LEMMA 4. If o is given by (0, +), then the representation U(P,,,, u, 
uf, + bfz) is reducible within the set (4.15) just when b = 1 or u + b = 2 or 
a - b = 2. At the points of reducibility where b = 1 and 1 < a < 3, the 
Lunglands quotient J’ is equivalent with an irreducible degenerate series 
representation 

At the points of reducibility where a + b = 2 (and 1 < a < 2) or a -b = 2 
(and 2 < a < 3), the Lunglands quotient J’ is equivalent with an irreducible 
degenerate series representation 

ind&-y2, ,,-,* N ,,-, ,(I 0 ec0-‘)(f1+f2) 0 1). (4.20) 

Proof. The argument for Lemma 3 applies through (4.19). This time we 
have n = 0, and the fITpI” operators can contribute to the kernel within the 
parameter set (4.15), namely, when $(a - 6) = 1 or ;(a + b) = 1. The first 
statement of the lemma follows. The Langlands quotient for b = 1 and 
1 < a < 3 can then be identified in the same manner as in Lemma 3. 

To handle the set where a - b = 2 and 2 < u < 3, we rewrite (4.17) as 

= @P,,,Js~,~~ (0, +I, -afl + bfz2) %,,(s,,-f2v (0, +>v -4 + bfJ 

x Ky&,,, (0, +I, afz + bfli) ~~,,,,.(s~~-,~~ (0, +I, 4 + bfzb 

and this behaves like 

(4.21) 

G!“(+, b x rho) GpG”(O, f(u + b) x root) 

x a’(+, a x rho) GYc(O, )(u -b) x root). (4.22) 
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For a - b = 2 and 2 < a < 3, only the right-hand factor contributes to the 
kernel. Thus the Langlands quotient is equivalent with the image of 

which is equivalent with 

indG +-,+ ,,-, 2N ,,-, $(image @(O, root), +) 0 e(42)(a+b)(f1+‘3 0 l), 

which is (4.20) because {(a + b) = a - 1 when a - b = 2. 
A special supplement is needed when (a, b) = (2,O). The Langlands 

operator is then substantially the one for szf,, which is the product of the last 
three factors of (4.21). However, the first factor of (4.21) is the identity, in 
view of (4.22). Thus we can as well use the full operator (4.21). Now both 
the second and last factors of (4.22) might contribute to the kernel, and the 
argument in the previous paragraph shows that the Langlands quotient is an 
irreducible quotient of (4.20). But (4.20) is irreducible by Theorem 2 of [32], 
and hence the Langlands quotient is equivalent with (4.20). 

To handle the set where a + b = 2 and 1 < a < 2, we note from (4.19) that 
the only contribution to the kernel of (4.18) is from the third factor. We can 
multiply (4.18) on the right by the inverse of the fourth factor (which is 
nonsingular) and see that the Langlands quotient is equivalent with the 
image of 

%,,,J~f,-f~ (0, +I, 4, - &I, 

which is equivalent with 

indG M,~-/2A,,-,~N,~_,*((image GP(O, root), +) 0 e(U2)(n-b)(fl+f2) 0 l), 

which is (4.20) because )(a - b) = a - 1 when a + b = 2. This proves the 
lemma. 

LEMMA 5. If u is given by (n, -) with n even and nonzero, then the 
representation U(Pmi, , (I, uf, + bf& is reducible within the set 

a, b real; O<b<u<3, u+b<4 (4.23) 

just when a = 2. At the points of reducibility where a = 2 and 0 < b < 2, the 
Lunglands quotient J’ is equivalent with an irreducible degenerate series 
representation 

ind~~2,U2N~2((-n, F) 0 eFbfi 0 11, (4.24) 

where (-n, F) denotes the representation of Mzfz that is the standard 
representation F on SL(2, R) and is the (-n)th character of the circle T. 
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Proox We argue as in Lemma 3, replacing the pair (n, +) by (n, -). We 
are led to study 

(4.25) 

(Pf”(-n, +(a - 6) x root) G??(--, a x rho) 

X @(n, ;(a + b) x root) Q?“(-, b x rho). (4.26) 

Since JnJ > 2, only the @ factors can contribute to the kernel, and they do 
so only when a or b is an even integer. This proves the first statement. 

When a = 2 and 0 < b < 2, only the second factor of (4.25) has a kernel, 
in view of (4.26), and thus the Langlands quotient is equivalent with the 
image of 

Q’pmin@zfiv t-n, -),2fz - bf,,), (4.27) 

which is equivalent with 

indG M2f2AU2NU2((-n, image a”(-, 2 X rho)) 0 ewbfl 0 11, 

which is (4.24). 

LEMMA 6. If o is given by (0, -), then the representation U(P,,,,“, u, 
af, + bf2) is reducible within the set (4;23) just when a = 2 or a + b = 2 or 
a - b = 2. At the points of reducibility where a = 2 and 0 < b < 2, the 
Langlands quotient J’ is equivalent with the irreducible degenerate series 
representation (4.24) for n = 0. At the points of reducibility where a - b = 2 
and 2 c a < 3, the Langlands quotient is equivalent with the irreducible 
degenerate series representation 

ind’ M,~-f2Af,-,~N/1-,~(signum 0 eco-l)cn+fi) 0 1). 

Proof. The argument for the first two statements is just as in Lemma 5, 
the extra reducibility for n = 0 coming from the GZ” factors in (4.26). The 
final statement is proved in the same way as the analogous statement in 
Lemma 4. 

LEMMA 7. Let x and y be nonzero and real. If u is given by (0, k), then 
the representation 

Vpmin 3 0, iv(fi - f,) + 4 + fill 

is reducible for 0 < x < 2 only when x = 1. 
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Pro& The Langlands operator has the same kernel as the standard 
intertwining operator for s,, +f2, which decomposes as a product 

~pm,,(szf29@~ *h WA +fi) -4.A -4)) 

x %,,“(Sf, -f29 (09 d9 M.fi + .a + 4.A - .f2>) 

x ~P,,“(s*f*’ (09 *I9 iYU - fi) + a-1 + a)7 

which in turn behaves like 

@(f, (x + iy) x rho) @‘(O, x x root) @n(*, (x - iy) X rho). 

The end operators are invertible, and the lemma then follows from the known 
properties of @. 

LEMMA 8. Let x and y be nonzero and real. If a is given by (n, k), then 

4s2,,) %m,n(szf,9 h &I, id + ~32 
is semidejnite if and onZy f the SL(2, R) operator 

bP(*(-l)“, x X rho) 

is semideflnite. 

proof. We decompose the given operator as a product 

~(s2f,)%m,.(sf,-f2, t-n, fWY)9 ivfi -4) 

x %,,,(s~,~ t-4 f(-l)“), &A + 4) 

x %,Js~,-~~~ (n, &I9 iyfi + ~0. 

The first intertwining operator in this product is the K-space-by-K-space 
adjoint of the third, by Proposition 8.6(iii) of (201, and these operators are 
invertible since y # 0. Moreover a@,,) is scalar if the representative is 
chosen properly. Thus the question is whether a nonzero multiple of the 
middle intertwining operator is semidefinite, and the lemma follows. 

5. OTHER REALIZATIONS OF UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS 

In this section we shall discuss without proof how the irreducible unitary 
representations of SU(2,2) with certain Langlands parameters can be 
realized in some other ways. 
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1. Unitarily Induced Representations with Nonreal Iqfkitesimal Character 

In the Main Theorem, the irreducible unitary representations with nonreal 
infinitesimal character are those of types (ii, a), (iii,a), (iii, b), and (iii,c), 
with the imaginary parameter assumed nonzero. In cases (ii,a) and (iii,a), 
we have J’(P, u, v) = V(P, (I, v) with Y imaginary, and thus J’ is exhibited as 
a unitarily induced representation. In case (iii, b), J’(P, a, v) can be viewed as 
unitarily induced from Pf,-,Z with a complementary series representation of 
W2, Cl on t&-,),, with the sign part of Q attached to iI, and with 
exp iY(f, + f2) on A,, + ; if x = 1, the complementary series on SL(2, C) is 
replaced by the trivial representation. In case (iii,c), J’(P, u, v) can be viewed 
as unitarily induced from P, with the nth character used on T G M,, with 
a complementary series used on SL(2, I?) GM,,?, and with exp iyfl on A,; 
if x = 1, the complementary series on SL(2, IR) is replaced by the trivial 
representation. In short, all irreducible unitary representations of SU(2, 2) 
with nonreal infinitesimal character can be realized as unitarily induced from 
a proper parabolic subgroup MAN with a unitary character on A and a 
unitary representation with real infinitesimal character on M, this is a special 
case of an unpublished theorem of Vogen (see Item 4 in Sect. 4 of [ 171). 

2. Complementary Degenerate Series 

The representations 

ind’ p,, Jsiwm 0 exp XV; + f2) 0 1) 

are irreducible and infinitesimally unitary for 0 Q x < 1 and occur in the 
classification in case (iii,d) with B e, (0, -) and 

v=(l+x)f, + (1 -x)f*. 

The representations 

ind&((n, trivial) 0 exp q& @ I) 

are irreducible and infinitesimally unitary for n even and 0 <x < 1. For 
x = 0, they occur in case (iii,c) with u t, (n, +) and v = f, ; for 0 < x < 1, 
they occur in case (iii,d) with u tt (n, +) and v = f, + xf2. 

3. Strichartz Series 

In Theorem 2 of [34], Strichartz decomposes the (nonempty) discrete 
spectrum of 0(4,2)/0(3,2), or equivalently of SO,(4,2)/SO,(3,2), as 
R(O, co) = Cd, -2 Ed, and he describes E, explicitly. Since SO,(4,2) is a 
quotient of SU(2,2), we may regard Ed as a representation space for 
SU(2,2). The representation in question is the one in case (iii,d) of the Main 
Theorem with u ++ (2(2 + d), +) and v = fi + f2. (This is the corner of the 
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square in Fig. 2.) See also [28] for earlier discussion of the analysis of 
SO,(4, WSO,(% 2). 

4. Eflects of Outer Automorphisms 

For the remaining discussion, it will be useful for us to know the effects of 
outer automorphisms of SU(2,2) on the classification in the Main Theorem. 
Complex conjugation of matrices and group conjugation by (!, i ) give-rise 
to two distinct nontrivial outer automorphisms pi and p2 of SU(2, 2). 

For case (i) in the Main Theorem, the representations in question are 
discrete series or limits of discrete series. The effects of vi and o2 on the 
parameters in (2.3) and (2.4), adjusted so as to the K-dominant, are 

Pl CCjej =-C2e, -C,e,-c,e,-c,e,, 
( 1 

‘P2 C cjej 
( 1 

= c3e, + c4e2 + c,e3 + c2e4. 

For case (ii) in the Main Theorem, the representations are those arising 
from P,, and we write their parameters as (n, Dkf, z). Then 

cpl(n, D:, z) = C-n, D:, z>, 

c~2(n, Dkf, z) = (+n, D;, z>. 

Finally for case {iii) in the Main Theorem, the representations are those 
arising from Pmin, and we write their parameters as (n, f, v). Then 

q,(n, f, v) = (-9 f, u), 

PA& f, v) = (+n, f, v). 

5. Ladder Representations 

Ladder representations have been studied by many authors (e.g., 
[5, 11,261). They occur in the classification in case (ii, b) with z = $ and 
] n] = k - 1. For a particular series of ladder representations, one fixes the 
sign of n and the sign of D:, and then k > 1 is the parameter. The represen- 
tations with k = 1,2, and 3 have associated with them the terms “wave 
equation,” “ Dirac equation,” and “Maxwell’s equations,” respectively, in the 
mathematical physics literature. The above discussion of automorphisms 
shows that the other choices for the sign of n and the sign of Dt arise by 
applying outer automorphisms to a particular series of ladder represen- 
tations. In some of the mathematical physics literature, outer automorphisms 
allow for the passage from particles to antiparticles. 
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6. Holomorphic Discrete Series and Analytic Continuations 

As we recalled in (2.3), we can choose parameters for the discrete series of 
SU(2, 2) as 

c,e, + czez + c3e3 

with cl, c2, c1 distinct nonzero integers such that c, > c2 and cj > 0. The 
special case ci < 0 leads to the “holomorphic discrete series” studied earlier 
by Harish-Chandra [7]; these representations have a highest weight vector. If 
we replace c1 by an integer variable c, we obtain a one-parameter family of 
representations nc with Harish-Chandra parameter 

ce, + [c - (cl - cz)] e, + c,e,, c, - c2 > 0 and c, > 0, 

studied by Wallach [36, 371, Rossi and Vergne [29], Gross and Holman [4], 
Jakobsen [lo], and others. 

For c < 0, x, is in the holomorphic discrete series, necessarily unitary, but 
further values of c lead to unitary representations. For c = 0, II, is a (unitary) 
limit of holomorphic discrete series, studied in [ 161. To describe what 
happens for c > 0, we have to be more precise about the notation 
u ++ (n, D:) used for representations of M, : let us agree that e, - e, is the 
positive root of M, (relative to the obvious Cartan subalgebra) and that 

T $k(e, - e,) + +(e, + e3) 

is a minimal (K n MZfZ)-type of the c corresponding to (n, 0:). 
For c = 1, xL, occurs as the irreducible quotient of 

where 
W2fT 9 (n, 0: ), .A ), 

n = c3 - (c, - c,), 

k = cj + (c, - q). 

This is an instance of case (ii,b) of the Main Theorem with n 3 k mod 2 and 
with z = 4. Thus the representation 7c, is infinitesimally unitary. 

For c = 2, IC, occurs as the irreducible quotient of 

where 

n = cj - (c, - c2), 

k = cj + (c, - c2) - 1. 

When /n ) = k - 1, this is an instance of case (ii, b) of the Main Theorem with 
z=$.Thusrr,isunitaryifc,-cc,=lorifc,=l. 
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The special case in which c, - q = 1 and cj = 1 leads to representations 
that can be realized in a space of scalar-valued holomorphic functions on 
G/K with a power of determinant as multiplier. When c = 1, the represen- 
tation is the Hardy space representation of SU(2,2); the imbedding of this 
representation in 

ind&,$l 0 1 0 1) 

has been studied in [ 121 and [21]. When c = 2, the representation is the first 
ladder representation. 
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